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First they found themselves On the Edge of the Dark Sea of Darkness. Now they must make
their way North! Or Be Eaten . . .Janner, Tink, and Leeli Igiby thought they were normal children
with normal lives and a normal past. But now they know they're really the Lost Jewels of Anniera,
heirs to a legendary kingdom across the sea, and suddenly everyone wants to kill them.In order
to survive, the Igibys must flee to the safety of the Ice Prairies, where the lizardlike Fangs of
Dang cannot follow. First, however, they have to escape the monsters of Glipwood Forest, the
thieving Stranders of the East Ben, and the dreaded Fork Factory.But even more dangerous are
the jealousies and bitterness that threaten to tear them apart. Janner and his siblings must learn
the hard way that the love of a family is more important than anything else.Full of characters rich
in heart, smarts, and courage, North! Or Be Eaten is a tale children of all ages will cherish,
families can read aloud, and readers' groups are sure to enjoy discussing for its many layers of
meaning.

Praise for the Wingfeather Saga “I love all the adventure and the wild inventiveness and, most of
all, the heart in Andrew’s books. He is a poet and a master storyteller. I want to read anything he
writes.”—Sally Lloyd-Jones, New York Times best-selling author of children’s books “An
experience your family will never forget. I can’t recommend these books highly enough!”—Sarah
Mackenzie, author of The Read-Aloud Family and founder and host of the Read-Aloud
Revival podcast “The Wingfeather Saga is witty, imaginative, and full of heart. Highly
recommended for middle-grade readers who’ve run out of Narnia novels and are searching for
their next great series.”—Anne Bogel, creator of the Modern Mrs. Darcy blog and host of
the What Should I Read Next? podcast “A wildly imaginative, wonderfully irreverent epic that
shines with wit and wisdom—and features excellent instructions on how to cope with thwaps,
Fangs, and the occasional toothy cow.”—Allan Heinberg, writer and coexecutive producer of
ABC’s Grey’s Anatomy and cocreator of Marvel Comics’ Young Avengers “Immensely clever!”—
Phil Vischer, creator of VeggieTalesAbout the AuthorAndrew Peterson is critically acclaimed in
the music industry, and his lyrics and songwriting are compared by reviewers to James Taylor,
Marc Cohn, and the late Rich Mullins. He’s married to Jamie; they have two sons, Aedan and
Asher, and one daughter, Skye.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter
1The Lone Fendril“Toooothy cow!” bellowed Podo as he whacked a stick against the nearest
glipwood tree. The old pirate’s eyes blazed, and he stood at the base of the tree like a ship’s
captain at the mast. “Toothy cow! Quick! Into the tree house!”Not far away, an arrow whizzed
through some hanging moss and thudded into a plank of wood decorated with a charcoal
drawing of a snarling Fang. The arrow protruded from the Fang’s mouth, the shaft still vibrating
from the impact. Tink lowered his bow, squinted to see if he had hit the target, and completely



ignored his grandfather.“Tooooothy—oy! That’s a fine shot, lad—Cow!”Podo whacked the tree
as Nia hurried up the rope ladder that led to the trapdoor in the floor of Peet the Sock Man’s tree
house. A sock-covered hand reached down and pulled Nia up through the opening.“Thank you,
Artham,” she said, still holding his hand. She looked him in the eye and raised her chin, waiting
for him to answer.Peet the Sock Man, whose real name was Artham P. Wingfeather, looked back
at her and gulped. One of his eyes twitched. He looked like he wanted to flee, as he always did
when she called him by his first name, but Nia didn’t let go of his hand.“Y-y-you’re welcome . . .
Nia.” Every word was an effort, especially her name, but he sounded less crazy than he used to.
Only a week earlier, the mention of the name “Artham” sent him into a frenzy—he would scream,
shimmy down the rope ladder, and disappear into the forest for hours.Nia released his hand and
peered down through the opening in the floor at her father, who still banged on the tree and
bellowed about the impending onslaught of toothy cows.“Come on, Tink!” Janner said.A quiver
of arrows rattled under one arm as he ran toward Leeli, who sat astride her dog, Nugget. Nugget,
whose horselike size made him as dangerous as any toothy cow in the forest, panted and
wagged his tail. Tink reluctantly dropped his bow and followed, eying the forest for signs of
toothy cows. The brothers helped a wide-eyed Leeli down from her dog, and the three of them
rushed to the ladder.“Cows, cows, cows!” Podo howled.Janner followed Tink and Leeli up the
ladder. When they were all safely inside, Podo heaved himself through the opening and latched
the trapdoor shut.“Not bad,” Podo said, looking pleased with himself. “Janner, next time you’ll
want to move yer brother and sister along a little faster. Had there been a real cow upon us, ye
might not have had time to get ’em to the ladder before them slobbery teeth started tearin’ yer
tender flesh—”“Papa, really,” Nia said.“—and rippin’ it from yer bones,” he continued. “If Tink’s
too stubborn to drop what he’s doin’, Janner, it falls to you to find a way to persuade him, you
hear?”Janner’s cheeks burned, and he fought the urge to defend himself. The toothy cow drills
had been a daily occurrence since their arrival at Peet’s tree house, and the children had
gradually stopped shrieking with panic whenever Podo’s hollers disturbed the otherwise quiet
wood.Since Janner had learned he was a Throne Warden, he had tried to take his responsibility
to protect the king seriously. His mother’s stories about Peet’s dashing reputation as a Throne
Warden in Anniera made Janner proud of the ancient tradition of which he was a part. The
trouble was that he was supposed to protect his younger brother, Tink, who happened to be the
High King. It wasn’t that Janner was jealous; he had no wish to rule anything. But sometimes it
felt odd that his skinny, reckless brother was, of all things, a king, much less the king of the
fabled Shining Isle of Anniera.Janner stared out the window at the forest as Podo droned on,
telling him about his responsibility to protect his brother, about the many dangers of Glipwood
Forest, about what Janner should have done differently during this most recent cow drill.Janner
missed his home. In the days after they fled the town of Glipwood and arrived at Peet’s castle,
Janner’s sense of adventure was wide awake. He thrilled at the thought of the long journey to the
Ice Prairies, so excited he could scarcely sleep. When he did sleep, he dreamed of wide sweeps
of snow under stars so sharp and bright they would draw blood at a touch.But weeks had passed



—he didn’t know how many—and his sense of adventure was fast asleep. He missed the rhythm
of life at the cottage. He missed the hot meals, the slow change of the land as the seasons
turned, and the family of birds that nested in the crook above the door where he, Tink, and Leeli
would inspect the tiny blue eggs each morning and each night, then the chicks, and then one
day they would look in sad wonder at the empty nest and ask themselves where the birds had
gone. But those days had passed away as sure as the summer, and whether he liked it or not,
home was no longer the cottage. It wasn’t Peet’s tree house, either. He wasn’t sure he had a
home anymore.Podo kept talking, and Janner felt again that hot frustration in his chest when told
things he already knew. But he held his tongue. Grownups couldn’t help it. Podo and his mother
would hammer a lesson into his twelve-year-old head until he felt beaten silly, and there was no
point fighting it.He sensed Podo’s rant coming to an end and forced himself to listen.“. . . this is a
dangerous place, this forest, and many a man has been gobbled up by some critter because he
weren’t paying close enough attention.”“Yes sir,” Janner said as respectfully as possible. Podo
grinned at him and winked, and Janner smiled back in spite of himself. It occurred to him that
Podo knew exactly what he’d been thinking.Podo turned to Tink. “A truly fine shot, boy, and the
drawing of the Fang on that board is fine work.”“Thanks, Grandpa,” Tink said. His stomach
growled. “When can we eat breakfast?”“Listen, lad,” Podo said. He lowered his bushy eyebrows
and leveled a formidable glare at Tink. “When yer brother tells ye to come, you drop what yer
doin’ like it’s on fire.” Tink gulped. “You follow that boy over the cliffs and into the Dark Sea if he
tells you to. Yer the High King, which means ye’ve got to start thinkin’ of more than
yerself.” Janner’s irritation drained away, as did the color in Tink’s face. He liked not being the
only one in trouble, though he felt a little ashamed at the pleasure he took in watching Tink
squirm.“Yes sir,” Tink said. Podo stared at him so long that he repeated, “Yes sir.”“You okay,
lass?” Podo turned with a smile to Leeli.She nodded and pushed some of her wavy hair behind
one ear. “Grandpa, when are we leaving?”All eyes in the tree house looked at her with surprise.
The family had spent weeks in relative peace in the forest, but that unspoken question had
grown more and more difficult to avoid as the days passed. They knew they couldn’t stay forever.
Gnag the Nameless and the Fangs of Dang still terrorized the land of Skree, and the shadow
they cast covered more of Aerwiar with every passing day. It was only a matter of time before
that shadow fell again on the Igibys.“We need to leave soon,” Nia said, looking in the direction of
Glipwood. “When the leaves fall, we’ll be exposed, won’t we, Artham?”Peet jumped a little at his
name and rubbed the back of his head with one hand for a moment before he spoke. “Cold
winter comes, trees go bare, the bridges are easy to see, yes. We should grobably po—probably
go.”“To the Ice Prairies?” asked Janner.“Yes,” said Nia. “The Fangs don’t like the cold weather.
We’ve all seen how much slower they move in the winter, even here. Hopefully in a place as
frozen as the Ice Prairies, the Fangs will be scarce.”Podo grunted.“I know what you think, and it’s
not one of our options,” Nia said flatly.“What does Grandpa think?” Tink asked.“That’s between
your grandfather and me.”“What does he think?” Janner pressed, realizing he sounded more like
a grownup than usual.Nia looked at Janner, trying to decide if she should give him an answer.



She had kept so many secrets from the children for so long that it was plain to Janner she still
found it difficult to be open with them. But things were different now. Janner knew who he was,
who his father was, and had a vague idea what was at stake. He had even noticed his input
mattered to his mother and grandfather. Being a Throne Warden—or at least knowing he was a
Throne Warden—had changed the way they regarded him.“Well,” Nia said, still not sure how
much to say.Podo decided for her. “I think we need to do more than get to the Ice Prairies and lie
low like a family of bumpy digtoads, waitin’ fer things to happen to us.”Read more
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KiLovely1, “Eerily Accurate Indeed! When I combined this deck with Angel Therapy, Heavenly
Intervention!. Warning this is long but if you are in love with someone you think is your soulmate
& you get all the signs and your spirit tells you to be patient, please read this! Or if looking for life
purpose please read.Hello All, I am a first timer with Doreen's Angel Therapy & Ascended
Masters cards. I received them both on the same day which is great because I was so lost and in
dire need of a reading for life purpose & love. I followed the instructions exactly and placed the
cards to my heart and said my own prayer about what I needed help with for all the readings. I
did a 3 card reading with the Angel Therapy with the question:What do you want me to know. I
received Workshops & Seminars, Law of Attraction, & Integrity. These are extremely accurate for
me because I just started learning about Reiki and I purchased Steve Murray's books, cds, dvds,
crystals, & gemstones. I look forward to attending a seminar as well when available with either
Steve or another interesting practitioner in Philadelphia PA. For the Law of Attraction card, I had
to end 2 friendships because those women weren't on my level and we began to clash. They
don't share the same beliefs as I do about friendship and the more spiritual you become the
more clarity you receive about people that surround you and their intentions which is not for your
highest good. So that was extremely accurate and the last card was Integrity which wants me to
align my actions with attracting more positive relationships. So if I'm growing spiritually I have to
attract better friends, and relationships etc without compromising my integrity.Next the
Ascended Masters Cards, I did a 3 card reading but my spirit told me to flip another card so it
became a 4 card reading. My questions were: What can you tell me about my love for ___? Am I
right for loving him? I got, you are seeing this situation accurately. (My guy loves me but chose
someone else who is not good for him and he's miserable & feels trapped but we still love each
other, basically) It said to trust my intuition & gut feelings, ignore critics (my girlfriends & it feels
like others in the world don't agree with me still loving him since he chose someone else.) Trust
your feelings about this situation because they are valid. Even if people aren't supporting you
spirit is. Other people will soon come around to your point of view.I mean how on point is that!
Confirmation that I'm not crazy!!! LOL! I mean when I was with him I felt at home! My spirit felt
such euphoria! Since we broke up I just haven't felt right! I dream about him, I can feel his energy
like he's in my house! I can spot him on a crowded street. True story, one day I was walking down
the street and like my alert system (which reminds me all too much of Peter Parker's spider
sense) went bazerk! I just felt like I rode on a roller coaster! That scary fun thrill, and I turned
around and he was walking right on the opposite side of the street. We were on a one way street
and he was walking right beside me on the opposite side with not another person on the whole
block, just the two of us.Aaaand there was a time when I felt this and he was walking right
behind me, true story I swear! I never felt nothing like this in my entire life! But our story is so
freakin complicated that I can't talk about it to those I know because they just don't get it, they
don't understand. I can feel when this man thinks of me even when he had sex with this other



woman. My power is so cool, but I'm so lonely because I can't talk with anyone who is too close-
minded to understand all of this. I can open a book, magazine, newspaper, and his name is right
there. I can turn on the TV and they're announcing his name. At work the customers would have
either his first name or the last name first and his first name last, I swear! I've questioned am I
going crazy! If people say get over it, how could I when his name is everywhere and he's all in
my dreams! I've prayed, meditated, I've asked Archangel Michael to cut the energy cord, I did it
all!Power of Joy is the second card, which means to find humor, happiness and joy within the
situation and know that I will be happy in the end because we will find our way back to each
other. Detach from drama is the third, which means to let him live his life and make his own
choices, stay clear and away, don't get pulled into the drama between him and the other woman.
The Last card was the Twin Flame! It said the person that I am inquiring about is my twin flame! It
says that he will come back and to rely on divine timing!Ok that is great right! But I'm starting to
second guess myself and what I was told, Scorpios are so analytical we always need
confirmation! So I thought why not ask the Angel Therapy cards the same question. Well I got:
Heart Chakra, Heal Away Addictions, and Visualize Success!!! This is soooooo accurate! It's on
point because, I do need to heal regarding my emotional pain, and I need to stop worrying about
when this desire of reuniting will manifest! I also admit that I got addicted to calling psychics,
shopping, and eating, LOL! So I am going to let the angels take over with helping me get my life
in order but these cards are the best gift I could have ever bought for myself. I really enjoyed my
heavenly intervention so please believe! Check out my myspace page. Leave me a message if
you would like to talk. Many Angel Blessings to you all! [...]”

K Dude, “One of my favorite decks! Beautiful, powerful cards. I was hesitant to picking up this
deck for quite some time and the reason was I don't know much about Ascended Masters. The
only thing I really knew about them was that there are hundreds of thousands of them and that
they're on one of the furthest spiritual planes just below Archangels.However, I work with one
specific Ascended Master - a Saint on the other side. He had been urging me for months to
explore anything I can about Ascended Masters since I seem to lack any knowledge of them
besides conjuring them up. They're a big part of our lives and most of us don't seem to realize it.
The urge and feeling continued to grow over the months until I couldn't contain myself and
became excited about taking a look at this deck. I'm glad I did. It was much more incredible than
I anticipated and not difficult at all.This is a great way to start delving into the world of Ascended
Masters. The reason is that Doreen Virtue does a successful job at simplifying it to the basics so
that the average person can begin learning about them. It's difficult and intimidating enough
diving into a 5000 encyclopedia book on the Ascended Masters. This deck covers the basics to
start getting your feet wet.The deck is beautifully illustrated with amazing and stunning images of
an Ascended Master on each card. Their specialties are easily visible and written out in the
accompanying book. Because some of the names are complicated, the book clearly writes out
how to pronounce the name as well. I feel a very powerful surge of energy whenever I pull this



deck out to work with. Each read I've given has been extraordinarily accurate on any given day. I
can't say enough good things about this, except why did I wait so long to just go for it!”

V. Ferrell, “A springboard toward deeper investigation!. I own 12 of Doreen's oracle and tarot
decks so, obviously, I enjoy her work. What I enjoy about these particular cards is that they made
me want to investigate the people and the stories they were based on in more depth. Anything
that sparks the desire to learn more is a good thing in my opinion. With very few exceptions,
most of them were ordinary people just like you and me, who were on a spiritual journey. They
came from a variety of religious backgrounds, and a great variety of cultures who, ultimately,
sought the same thing...to serve God and humanity. They definitely had their own ways of
attaining that end which does not invalidate any of them.The artwork is very pleasing and in
some cases (the Maitraya card) quite playful. The card stock is of decent quality and the edges
are gilded gold. In my opinion, they are easy to shuffle but I am a tall woman so I have longer
than average hands. Someone with very petite hands may not share my opinion. Each card has
one word at the top and the name of the ascended master at the bottom. If you are in touch with
and trust your intuition, the single word should be more than adequate in readings. That being
said, the guidebook is still worth reading as it offers more information about the master on each
card. (It was this portion that made me want more information :)).If you are open to learning
about a variety of spiritual people from a variety of cultures while performing accurate readings,
this is a great deck. I hope you find this review useful.”

Colette M., “Like new, very pleased. These arrived super quickly and are in excellent condition;
couldn't have hoped for a better pack and booklet.”

Caroline M. Winn, “Ascended Masters Oracle Cards. The Ascended Masters Oracle Cards are
beautiful and are a welcome addition to my Angel Cards. I am currently studying about the
Ascended Masters so will be using the cards a lot to help me move forward with my spiritual
journey.”

AndH, “A riot of colour. Very colourful cards, beautiful illustrations. The colours in the cards really
spoke to me. The gold edging is very attractive and makes the cards feel extra special. The
cards had stuck together when first opened but did not peel at all when parted. Once they had
been split and shuffled they didn't stick together again. I particularly like the St Germain card.”

The book by Andrew Peterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 590 people have provided feedback.
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